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Abstract 
Stability and duration of ultrasonic (US) Phantoms are still a subject of research. We present a study of acoustic and mechanical 
properties for polyvinyl chloride plastisol (PVCP) with graphite powder (at 2% in weight) used to construct tissue-like phantoms 
in the temperature range of 20-45C. PVCP is a new material in the field of US phantoms and has longer duration and stability 
than the conventional organic mimicking materials. Longitudinal US velocity and attenuation were measured at 1 MHz by the 
standard transmission method. Shear velocity was obtained by 1-D transient elastography. The extreme values for each of the 
parameters were obtained at 20 C and 45C. They are: 1501.5±0.7 m/s and 1331.8±0.3 m/s for longitudinal US velocity; 
0.46±0.03 dB/cm and 0.94±0.09 dB/cm for attenuation; and 8.4±1.2 m/s and 1.7±0.8 m/s for Shear velocity. Specific heat 
measured with a calorimeter and thermal conductivity measured by the method of hot plates were, respectively, 2.65±0.51 
J/(kgC) and 0.091±0.013J/(s°Cm), both at 22°C. For 2% of graphite powder, the parameter ranges were compatible to biological 
tissue ones and therefore, the same phantom can simulate different conditions only by changing its temperature. Other graphite 
percentages are to be tested to simulate parameter values of pathological conditions like nodules, calcification, fibrosis, etc. The 
phantom did not suffer from dehydration and is easy to be built in several different geometries. 
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1. Introduction 
Tissue-mimicking phantoms are used for different ultrasonic applications, from assessing the depth calibration 
and alignment of ultrasound scanner to training sonographers. An ideal material for constructing ultrasound 
phantoms should have the same ranges of speed of sound, attenuation coefficient, scattering coefficient and elasticity 
as soft tissue. In addition, the material should exhibit temporal stability and durability. The polyvinyl chloride 
plastisol (PVCP) and graphite not dehydrate, are non-toxic, not susceptible to bacterial attack, have a good chemical 
stability and keep their shape in a broad range of temperatures. This makes them promising materials to generate 
durable and stable phantoms.  
In soft tissues, Wells (1975) describes the variation of the speed of sound (cL) in the range, to about 1470 m/s in 
fat, to 1600 m/s along the direction of the fibers in the muscle. The attenuation coefficient (α) varies over a range 
from 0.4 dB/cm to about 2 dB/cm at a frequency of 1 MHz in those tissues. The elasticity varies widely, depending 
on tissue type, age, health status, etc. For example, Samani (2007) report values Young’s modulus (YM) in the range 
1.0–20.0 kPa and 2.0–37.0 kPa for fat and fibroglandular tissues respectively. 
In this study, PVCP with graphite powder was examined as tissue-mimicking material. The sound speed, 
attenuation and Young's modulus are analyzed as a function of temperature (20–45°C). In addition, the mean thermal 
conductivity and mean specific heat in the same temperature range are reported. 
2. Material and methods 
2.1.  Tissue-mimicking material (TMM) 
To make TMM, two type of PVCP (soft and hard-type) with graphite powder were used. The PVCP is a white 
opaque solution of monomers that polymerizes in a non-toxic plastic, commonly used to produce phantoms (Spirou 
2005). To prepare a TMM, liquid PVCP (M-F Manufacturing Co., USA), mixed with graphite powder (2% w/w), 
was placed in a vacuum pump chamber to eliminate air bubbles. After that, the liquid was dropped into a mold and 
heated in an oven (Stuart Scientific) with controlled time and temperature, avoiding graphite deposition. For the 
ultrasonic and thermal measurements the samples used were with approximately parallelepiped shape of dimensions 
6(w) x 9(h) x 4(l) cm. For the elasticity measurements we used a sample with cylindrical shape of dimensions 7(h) x 
10(r) cm. 
2.2.  Acoustic and thermal properties measurement 
The acoustical parameters cL and α were measured by transmission through the TMM, using the substitution 
technique described by He (1999). This technique compares the transmitted RF signals in the TMM with that on 
distilled water. The RF's signals were acquired in the temperature range 20–45ºC.  
A US-Key Single Channel Ultrasound Device (Lecoeur electronique, France), was used to generate and detect 
longitudinal wave with 30V excitation voltage, 80 MHz sampling rate, 4000 points and 20 dB gain in two 1.0-MHz 
planar unfocused transducers (Harsonic) immersed in a thermal bath (WiseCircu WCB-22) with distilled water. 
Measurements in the thermal bath were made at 2°C temperature steps. The signals were acquired by a 
microcomputer through a USB interface with a program developed in Matlab®. The temperature was measured by 
two thermocouples (J-type), using a high speed multiplexer (National Instruments, USA). One thermocouple was 
placed into the bath and the other inside the sample (Figure 1(a)).  
Knowing the sample thickness d, the longitudinal velocity of the TMM was calculated using eq (1): 
( )= +L w
dc ,
d c tΔ
   (1) 
where cw is the sound speed in water and Δt is the time shift produced on the received pulse when the sample is 
immersed in the water. The time shift was estimated by cross-correlation of both signals. 
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup for (a) acoustical properties, (b) 1D elastography. 1 TTM, 2 receiver (2) and transmitter (3) transducer, thermocouple 
in TMM (4) and in thermal bath (5), 6 transducer. PC Computer, US Signal generator and digitizer, MUX Multiplexer, FG function generator. 










α    (2) 
where PW and PTMM are the pressure amplitude of the transmitted pulse in water and TMM respectively. 
The TMM thermal properties specific heat and thermal conductivity were measured with a calorimeter and the 
method of hot plates, respectively. 
2.3. 1D transient elastography measurement 
The experimental setup for the transient elastography experiments is schematically shown in Figure 1(b). A 
ultrasonic transducer (4 MHz central frequency) attached to a mechanical vibrator (Bruel&Kjaer 4810 type) was 
used to both, create and image the low-frequency (LF) field. The mechanical vibrator was driven by 2 cycles of a 
150-Hz sinusoid. This configuration creates shear waves with polarization along z-axis and propagation along z-
axis. An ultrafast scanner allows for imaging the1D-LF field in the region of interest. An arbitrary function 
generator (Tektronix AFG3022) controls the LF emitted signal. The ultrasound electronics (US-Key) allows 
recording 100 A-lines sampled at 80 MHz. The pulse repetition frequency was set to 2000 Hz. The PC controls both 
electronics and allows synchronization between the ultrasonic emission and the LF excitation. This experimental 
configuration gives better SNR values in the backscattered ultrasound signals. Assuming a purely elastic medium, 
the shear modulus ȝ is given as ȝ=ρcS2, (Royer, 1996) where ȡ is the density and cS is the shear velocity. The YM 
(E) is calculated as E=3ȝ. 
The TMM density is calculated from measurements of the mass and volume of a sample by the “Archimedean” 
technique and the equipment used (graduated cylinder) result in a relative error of less than 2.5%. 
3. Results 
The evolution of the longitudinal velocity, attenuation coefficient and Young’s modulus with temperature for 
TMM-H and TMM-S are displayed in Figure 2. The quadratic fit results are shown in Table 1. Two types of TMM 
show similar trend for each analyzed property. The average thermal property values at 22°C are 2.65±0.51 J/(kgC)  
Table 1. Quadratic fit for longitudinal velocity, attenuation coefficient and ultrasound elasticity measurements. 
Property Phantom Quadratic fit R2 Phantom Quadratic fit R2 
Longitudinal velocity TMM-H 1553.1-2.0T-0.002T2 0.984 TMM-S 1503.3-3.7T-0.003T2 0.986 
Attenuation coefficient TMM-H 0.93-0.0075T-1.7.10-4T2 0.981 TMM-S 0.51-0.0055T-1.5.10-4T2 0.985 
Young’s modulus TMM-H 86.3-0.65T-90.10-4T2 0.99 TMM-S 7.7-0.0018T-19.10-4T2 0.99 
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Fig. 2. Properties of TMM versus temperature, for hard (¯, TMM-H) and soft (|, TMM-S); measures  and quadratic fit (continuous line). (a) 
longitudinal ultrasonic velocity; (b) attenuation coefficient;(c) Young’s modulus 
and 0.091±0.013 J/(s°Cm) for specific heat and thermal conductivity, respectively. The TMM density values are 
953±24 kg/m3and 972±24 kg/m3 for soft and hard tissue-mimicking material. 
4. Discussion 
One advantage of the studied materials is that they do not suffer from dehydration, they are easy to be build in 
several different geometries, show durability, are structurally rigid and presents chemical and elastic stability. 
Sound speed, attenuation and elasticity measurements appear to provide reasonable consistency (high R2 values, 
Table 1). The acoustic and elastic properties examined as function of temperature and type of phantom (hard or 
soft), present a wide range of values. This allows regarding them as multipurpose phantoms. The extreme values of 
the attenuation coefficient (0.45-0.95 dB/cm, Fig 2b) agree with values reported for soft tissues like breast (0.45 to 
1.05 dB/cm) given by Foster (1979). Kidney, tendon and cartilage tissues are also included in this range values. 
The sound speed values, nevertheless, are below of the value for soft tissues, especially for the soft phantom. In 
future works we will add n-propanol to increase the sound speed but keeping the other parameters values as they are 
in this study. The elasticity variation with temperature makes the phantom mimic different types of soft tissues.  
The TMM-H elasticity range (70-40 kPa, Fig.2(c)) matches with abnormal tissue values, the TMM-S range (6.5-3 
kPa, Fig.2(c)) matches the adipose, fibroglandular tissues, breast tissue, Samani (2007). The elasticity ranges of the 
two types TMM do not overlap in all the temperature range studied in this work. Thus, the TMM-H can be used as 
an inclusion (e.g. tumour) in TMM-S's background. For future works, we will test to generate intermediate of 
elasticity value mixing both types of PVCP. 
5. Conclusions 
Durable and stable multipurpose phantoms materials were developed and characterized in this preliminary study. 
The acoustic attenuation and Young’s modulus measured are in the same range of various tissues described in the 
literature. The sound speed is below the expected value especially for the soft-type phantom. In future works we will 
add other materials to the phantoms elaboration in order to make the sound speed get closer to soft tissue values. In 
addition, a statistical analysis is needed to confirm the results. 
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